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ABSTRACT: Figuring out the underlying relationship be-
tween the field emission (FE) properties and the ion irradiation
induced structural change of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is of
great importance in developing high-performance field
emitters. We report here the FE properties of Si and C ion
irradiated CNTs with different irradiation doses. It is found
that the FE performance of the ion irradiated CNTs
ameliorates before and deteriorates after an irradiation-ion-
species related dose. The improved FE properties are ascribed
to the increased amount of defects, while the degraded FE
performance is attributed to the great shape change of CNTs. These two structural changes are further characterized by a
structural damage related parameter: dpa (displacement per atom), and the FE performance of the ion irradiated CNTs is
surprisingly found to be mainly dependent on the dpa. The optimal dpa for FE of the ion irradiated CNTs is ∼0.60. We ascribe
this to the low irradiation doses and the low substrate temperature that make the ion irradiation play a more important role in
producing defects rather than element doping. Furthermore, the ion irradiated CNTs exhibit excellent FE stability, showing
promising prospects in practical applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotube (CNT), a quasi-one-dimensional material
having outstanding mechanical and electrical properties,1 has
attracted much attention in a wide range of applications, such as
thermal switches,2 transistors,3 optical sensors,4 energy
storage,5,6 and so on. CNTs can also serve as high-performance
field emitters due to their high aspect ratio, excellent electrical
conductivity, mechanical strength and chemical inertness. The
field emission (FE) properties of CNTs have been intensively
studied in recent years.7,8 Compared to some other good
emitters such as single-layer graphenes,9 nanofibers,10 and
nanotips,11 CNTs have lower turn-on electric field (Eon, applied
field at 10 μA/cm2) and threshold field (Eth, applied field at 10
mA/cm2). These advantages make CNTs good candidates in
practical applications such as flat panel displays,12 X-ray tubes,13

and lamps.14 Enormous effort has so far been taken to modify
the FE response of CNTs. Common strategies are decreasing
the work function by element doping,15 introducing new active
emission sites by compositing,16,17 chemical processing,18 and
so on. Ion irradiation is another widely used approach. It has
advantages in modifying the FE properties of CNTs by
precisely controlling the irradiation doses. The irradiated CNTs

usually have lower Eon and Eth
19 and good stability.20 However,

the underlying relationship between the structure and the FE
properties of ion irradiated CNTs needs to be further
understood. The roles that element doping and structural
damage play in improving the FE performance of ion irradiated
CNTs need to be clearly identified.
In the present study, FE properties of Si and C ion irradiated

CNTs are investigated. They can be precisely modified by
changing the irradiation doses. The FE improvement and
degradation induced by the ion irradiation are explained on the
basis of structural analyses. Furthermore, the relationship
between the FE performance and the structural damage of
the ion irradiated CNTs is discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The CNTs were prepared on Si wafers by using thermal chemical
vapor deposition.16 The prepared CNTs were then irradiated by
energetic ions using a metal vapor vacuum arc ion source system, at a
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base pressure of ∼5 × 10−4 Pa.21 Figure 1 schematically shows the ion
irradiation on the CNTs. The samples were attached on a specimen

holder, which was rolling during the irradiation to improve the
uniformity of the irradiated areas. Si and C were used as the incident
ions. The incident energy and angle were 20 keV and ∼10°,
respectively. After then, the irradiated CNTs were cooled to room
temperature in vacuum. The experimental details for the CNT
preparation and the ion irradiation can also be found in the Methods
of the Supporting Information (pages S1−S3), and the corresponding
images are shown in Supporting Information Figure S1 and S2.
Morphological changes to the CNTs because of the ion irradiation

were studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging. The
fine structure of the CNTs before and after the ion irradiation was
characterized using high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). The defect analysis was performed by using Raman
spectroscopy with a laser wavelength of 633 nm. Photoelectron
spectrometer was used to measure the work function of our samples.

The FE tests were carried out by using a parallel diode-type setup in a
vacuum chamber (∼10−7 Pa). The details for the sample character-
izations and the FE tests are shown in Methods of the Supporting
Information (pages S3−S5), and the corresponding images are shown
in Supporting Information Figures S3 and S4.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. FE Properties of the Si and C Ion Irradiated CNTs.

It should be mentioned first that the as-grown CNTs used for
the ion irradiation have similar morphology. They were
prepared under the same conditions and usually at the same
time. We have observed several as-grown CNTs, they show no
much difference, as seen from SEM images shown in Figure S5
of the Supporting Information (page S5), which shows the side-
view SEM image of 8 as-grown CNT arrays. All of the CNTs
are well-aligned and ∼20 μm in length. The FE properties of
the as-grown, Si and C ion irradiated CNTs were measured. We
choose Si in thinking that the SiC compound, which has a low
work function of 3.5 eV,22 can decline the work function of
CNTs and thus improve their FE performance. Different from
the Si, the C ion irradiation involves no element doping, it thus
can help us understand the influence of Si doping on the FE
properties of CNTs. Prior to FE tests, all the samples were aged
at constant applied fields (E) for 5 h when the emission current
density (J) was around 10 mA/cm2. This aging process is
believed to be helpful for removing any absorbates and burning
out loosely attached CNTs on our emitters.23,24 In this
research, four irradiation doses are chosen for the ion
irradiation on CNTs. They are 5 × 1016, 10 × 1016, 15 ×
1016, and 25 × 1016 cm−2. For convenience, the corresponding
Si and C ion irradiated CNTs are named as Si(C)−5, Si(C)−

Figure 1. Schematic of the ion irradiation on CNTs with an incident
angle of ∼10°.

Figure 2. (a) FE J−E curves of Si ion irradiated CNTs with irradiation doses of 5 × 1016 (Si−5), 10 × 1016 (Si−10), 15 × 1016 (Si−15), and 25 ×
1016 cm−2 (Si−25). Inset shows the classical F−N plots given in terms of ln(J/E2) versus 1/E. (b) FE J-E curves of C ion irradiated CNTs with
irradiation doses of 5 × 1016 (C−5), 10 × 1016 (C−10), 15 × 1016 (C−15), and 25 × 1016 cm−2 (C−25), and the inset is the corresponding F−N
plots. Comparison of the (c) Eth, (d) work function, and (e) field enhancement factor of the as-grown and ion irradiated CNTs with different
irradiation doses.
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10, Si(C)−15, and Si(C)−25, respectively. Figure 2a shows the
FE response of the as-grown and the Si ion irradiated CNTs,
expressed in terms of J versus E. For the as-grown sample, the
Eon and Eth are 0.945 and 1.485 V/μm, respectively. The ion
irradiated CNTs by contrast, when the irradiation doses are less
than 10 × 1016 cm−2, exhibit a gradually improved FE
performance with the increase of irradiation doses, as seen
from the left-shit of the J−E curves. And then, the FE
properties deteriorate with further increasing the irradiation
doses. This change of FE performance with the irradiation
doses can be clearly demonstrated by the change of Eth, as
shown in Figure 2c. The error for the Eth is 1%. The details for
obtaining this Eth error is shown in the Methods of the
Supporting Information (pages S5 and S6), and the
corresponding image is shown in Supporting Information
Figure S6. The Si-10 sample has the best FE properties. It has a
low Eon of 0.710 V/μm and Eth of 1.277 V/μm, far lower than
those of the as-grown CNTs and Si ion irradiated CNTs with
the other doses, not to mention a great many well-verified good
emitters such as single-layer graphenes,9 nanofibers,10 and
nanotips.11

The FE J−E curves of the C ion irradiated CNTs are shown
in Figure 2b. With the increase of irradiation doses, they have a
similar change as that for the Si ion irradiated CNTs:
ameliorate before and deteriorate after a dose of 15 × 1016

cm−2, which can also be seen from the change of Eth shown in
Figure 2c. The C−15 CNTs have the optimal FE properties.
They have an extremely low Eon of 0.703 V/μm and Eth of
1.255 V/μm. These results indicate that the ion irradiation
influences the FE behavior of the ion irradiated CNTs in a
similar manner no matter what the ion species is. However, the
optimal irradiation dose for FE is dependent on the ion species.
The insets of Figure 2a and 2b show the Fowler−Nordheim
(F−N) plots for the Si and C ion irradiated CNTs, respectively,
given in terms of ln(J/E2) versus 1/E.25 Each plot shows a
linear relationship in the low-E regions, indicating that the
emitted electrons are exactly extracted by the applied fields.25

Figure 2d shows the work function of CNTs measured by using
a photoelectron spectrometer. The ion irradiated CNTs have
smaller work function with respect to the as-grown sample.
This is ascribed to the ascended Fermi Level induced by the
increased state density of defect after the ion irradiation.26

However, the change of work function is negligible (from 4.69
to 4.72 eV) for the ion irradiated CNTs, which deviates from
our anticipation that the Si ion irradiation will decline the work
function of our samples. Furthermore, there is no much
difference between the work function of the Si and C ion

irradiated CNTs. Since the C ion irradiation involves no
element doping, thus the Si ion irradiation induced element
doping is negligible here. We attribute this to the low
irradiation doses and the low substrate temperature that
hinders the formation of SiC compound. With the work
function and the constant slopes of the F−N plots in the low-E
regions, the field enhancement factor (β) of the emitters can be
calculated using the F−N equation,25 as shown in Figure 2e. It
can be seen that the Si−10 and C−15 samples having the
optimal FE properties have the largest β: 7776 and 7146,
respectively. Both of them are far larger than that of the as-
grown CNTs: 3949. Different from the small change of the
work function, the change of β for the ion irradiated CNTs is
outstanding, indicating that the FE properties of the ion
irradiated CNTs are mainly determined by the structure related
β rather than by the decline of work function. We consider that
two structural changes, CNT shape and CNT microstructure,
directly determine the FE performance of the ion irradiated
CNTs.

3.2. CNT Shape Change with the Irradiation Doses. In
this research, as-grown and ion irradiated CNTs with different
irradiation doses were observed by SEM for comparison. In the
following, discussions on the shape change of CNTs with the
irradiation doses are given on the basis of the SEM images of Si
ion irradiated CNTs, mainly due to the shape change of C ion
irradiated CNTs is not so obvious when the irradiation doses
are relatively low, as seen from the SEM images of C ion
irradiated CNTs shown in Figure S7 of the Supporting
Information (page S6), and the reason behind this will be
explained later. Figure 3a shows the top-view SEM image of the
as-grown CNTs. They are well-separated at the tips and have
diameters of 40−60 nm. Figure 3b−e is the top-view SEM
images of the Si ion irradiated CNTs, showing their shape
change with the increase of irradiation doses. In comparison
with the as-grown CNTs, the CNT shape change of the Si−5
sample is negligible. The irradiated CNTs are still well-
separated (Figure 3b). This morphology is believed to be
beneficial for FE because of the large amount of active emission
sites. Figure 3c shows the CNT shape of the Si−10 sample. It
changes a lot as compared to the as-grown and the Si−5
samples. First, a few CNTs begin to melt together due to the
excessive energy deposition.27 Furthermore, the diameter of the
ion irradiated CNTs increases. With further increasing the
irradiation doses, more and more CNTs are melted together
and the thickening of CNTs becomes outstanding, as shown in
Figure 3d and e. These two morphological changes are
detrimental to the FE of CNTs. The melting of CNT tips

Figure 3. SEM images of the as-grown and Si ion irradiated CNTs showing the CNT shapes with irradiation doses of (a) 0, (b) 5 × 1016, (c) 10 ×
1016, (d) 15 × 1016, and (e) 25 × 1016 cm−2. All the scale bars are 500 nm.
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greatly decreases the amount of active emission sites, and the
thickening of CNTs will decrease the β, both of them will lead
to the degradation of the FE properties of CNTs. To sum up,
the CNT shape change is not obvious when the irradiation
doses are lower than the critical value (10 × 1016 and 15 × 1016

cm−2 for the Si and C ion irradiation, respectively), thus its
influence on the FE performance of CNTs is limited. However,
the shape change greatly deteriorates the FE properties of
CNTs when the irradiations doses are further increased due to
the decreased amount of active emission sites.
3.3. Microstructure Change of the Ion Irradiated

CNTs. Since the shape change is detrimental to the FE
performance of CNTs, there must be some other structural
changes that are responsible for their improved FE properties.
We attribute the FE improvement to the microstructure
changes of CNTs. We used high-resolution TEM imaging to
get insight into the possible microstructure changes of CNTs.
The as-grown and the Si−10 CNTs were observed for
comparison. Figure 4a and b shows the high-resolution TEM
images of the as-grown and the Si−10 CNTs, respectively. It
can be seen that they both have typical layered structure at the
inner layers and a hollow core, but the ion irradiated CNT has
more defects at the outer shells. It should be mentioned that
most of the ion irradiated CNTs only have defected outer
layers due to the small incident angle (∼10°).
To further characterize the structure of CNTs, Raman

spectroscopy was employed. Figure 4c shows the Raman
spectra of the as-grown and the Si ion irradiated CNTs. All the
five samples have two typical peaks: D peak (centered at ∼1322
cm−1) and G peak (centered at ∼1584 cm−1), which
correspond with the defected and ordered graphite, respec-
tively.28−30 The intensity ratio of the D peak and G peak (ID/
IG) can be used to qualitatively evaluate the defect of CNTs.28

It can be seen that the ID/IG ratio increases with the increase of
Si ion irradiation doses, indicating that more defects are
produced by the incident ions when the irradiation doses are
increased. It is interesting that the increase of the ID/IG ratio is
slight when the irradiation doses are sufficiently high. We
attribute this to the fact that the excessive energy deposition
induced annealing of defects makes part of the defects annealed
in these high-dose conditions,27 thus even there are newly
produced defects, the total amount of defects increases slightly.
The FE improvement induced by the defects is schematically

illustrated in Figure 4d. In comparison with the planar sp2-
hybridized carbon of CNTs, the distorted sp3-hybridized
carbon of defects is believed to be helpful for FE. The electron
transferring traces are increased due to the introduction of
defects, especially vacancy-related defects.31 For a flawless as-
grown CNT, the electron transferring mainly occurs at the
CNT tip, while for a defected one, even the tube wall can serve
as extra active emission sites. Therefore, we consider that the
presence of defects is a key factor for the improved FE
properties of the ion irradiated CNTs.
3.4. dpa Determined FE Performance of the Ion

Irradiated CNTs. The above results have shown that the FE
properties of the ion irradiated CNTs are mainly influenced by
the CNT shape and the amount of defects. In the following,
these two structural changes are characterized by a structural
damage related parameter, dpa (displacement per atom). This
will help us construct a quantitative relationship between the
FE performance and the structural damage of CNTs, and thus
figure out the underlying causes for their FE improvement and
degradation induced by the ion irradiation. The probability of

dpa is simulated using TRIM (transport of ions in matter) and
calculated as follows:

=
ΦN

N l
dpa d

atom (1)

where Φ (cm−2) is the irradiation dose, Nd is the average
displacement atoms per incident ion obtained by using the
TRIM simulation, Natom (cm−3) is the atomic density of the
CNTs calculated by Natom = 6.02 × 1023 ρCNT/MC (ρCNT is the
density of CNTs, ∼1.4 g/cm3;32 MC is the atomic weight of
carbon, 12 g/mol), and l (cm) is the incident depth of ions.
Because of the shield of surrounding CNTs, the incident depth
of the ions for our CNTs is ∼4 μm at the tips, which is
obtained by using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy in our
previous study.33 Table 1 shows the dpa of the Si and C ion
irradiated CNTs. It can be seen that the dpa increases
monotonously with the irradiation doses, indicating an
accompanied increase of the structural damage. The dpa values

Figure 4. High-resolution TEM images of (a) as-grown and (b) Si−10
CNTs. (c) Raman spectra (laser wavelength = 633 nm) of the as-
grown and the Si ion irradiated CNTs. The ID and IG are the intensity
of D peak and G peak, respectively, and ID/IG is the intensity ratio of
D peak and G peak. (d) Concept schematic of the enhanced FE from
the defects of CNTs; “e” stands for the emitted electrons.
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are different for different incident ions even if the irradiation
doses are the same, mainly due to the fact that different ions
have a different ability to create structural damage. This can be
expressed by the different Nd values. The Nd values for the Si
and C ion irradiation are 177 and 114, respectively. According
to the definition of dpa (eq 1), this great difference in the Nd
values directly results in the great difference in the dpa when
the irradiation doses are the same. Together with the SEM and
TEM observations presented before, the dpa here has 2-fold
meanings: microstructure change and shape change of CNTs.
The FE performance of the ion irradiated CNTs is replotted in
terms of Eth versus dpa, as shown in Figure 5. We surprisingly

find that the Eth has a major dependence on the dpa no matter
what the ion species is. This is quite different from the previous
findings that the Eth−dose relationship is dependent on the ion
species (Figure 2c). The optical dpa for FE of the ion irradiated
CNTs is ∼0.60. The FE performance of CNTs is improved
when the dpa is smaller than 0.60 mainly because the increased
amount of defects will introduce a great many active emission
sites. Besides, the CNT shape change is negligible when the dpa
is smaller than 0.60 (Figure 3a−c). However, when the dpa is
larger than 0.60, the dramatic CNT shape change (Figure 3d
and 3e) will greatly decrease the number of active emission
sites, and thus degrade the FE performance of our emitters.

To further demonstrate the above dpa dependent FE
behavior of CNTs, Ti ion irradiation on CNTs was performed
for comparison. The incident angle and energy were the same
as those used in the Si and C ion irradiation: ∼10° and 20 kV,
respectively. In this research, FE properties of Si, C, and Ti ion
irradiated CNTs with dpa of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 were measured.
Figure 6a shows the FE J−E curves of these ion irradiated
CNTs. It can be seen that the FE J−E curves for the ion
irradiated CNTs show no much difference when the dpa is the
same no matter what the ion species is, indicating that the FE
properties of the ion irradiated CNTs are mainly dependent on
the dpa. This FE−dpa dependence can also be seen from the
inset of Figure 6a: the ion irradiated CNTs with the same dpa
have similar Eth. Figure 6b shows the Eth change of the Si, C,
and Ti ion irradiated CNTs with the increase of irradiation dpa.
It can be seen that the Eth changes almost monotonously before
and after a critical dpa, which is ∼0.60 in our study, and this
change of Eth with the dpa is independent of the irradiation ion
species. We ascribe this dpa dependent FE of the ion irradiated
CNTs to the low irradiation doses of the incident ions and also
the low substrate temperatures. They both make the ion
irradiation plays a more important role in producing defects
rather than element doping.
Longtime stable field electron transfer from emitters is of

great importance in practical applications. In this research, FE
stability of the as-grown CNTs and the ion irradiated CNTs
having the best FE properties (the C−15 sample) were tested
for comparison. Figure 7 shows the 10-h FE stability of these

Table 1. Irradiation dpa of the Si and C ion irradiated CNTs
with different irradiation doses

dose ( ×1016 cm−2) 5 10 15 25
dpa of Si on CNT 0.32 0.63 0.95 1.58
dpa of C on CNT 0.20 0.40 0.60 1.00

Figure 5. FE performance of the Si and C ion irradiated CNTs
described in terms of Eth versus dpa.

Figure 6. (a) FE J−E curves of the Si, C, and Ti ion irradiated CNTs with irradiation dpa of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2, the inset is the plots of the Eth of dpa
0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 samples as a function of the ion species, showing that the FE performance of the irradiated CNTs is independent of the ion species
but dependent on the irradiation dpa. (b) The change of the Eth of Si, C, and Ti ion irradiated CNTs with the increase of irradiation dpa.

Figure 7. 10-h FE stability of the as-grown and the C−15 CNTs,
presented in terms of J versus time.
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two samples when the J is around 10 mA/cm2. The stability
plots are expressed in terms of J versus time. The FE currents
were automatically recorded by a computer every 10 min. In
order to observe the FE current change in the whole process,
these samples were not subjected to an aging process before the
FE stability tests, which is different from the obtaining of FE J−
E curves that all samples were preaged at constant applied fields
for 5 h. We employ here a parameter Jdrop to evaluate the FE
stability of our samples. The Jdrop is calculated by (Jfirst − Jlast)/
Jmean, where the Jfirst, Jlast, and Jmean are the first, the last, and the
mean emission current densities during the 10-h tests. The FE
stability testing results are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that

the Jdrop for the C−15 CNTs is only 4.74%, far smaller than that
of the as-grown CNTs (19.87%). In addition, the FE current
degradation mainly occurs in the first few hours. The Jdrop for
the as-grown CNTs in the first 4 h is 16.76%, while for the C−
15 CNTs in the first 1 h is 3.88%. And then, the FE current
drop is small, especially for the C−15 CNTs, the FE current of
which is almost constant. We attribute the current degradation
in the first few hours to the Joule heating induced burning out
of active emission sites,24 which is helpful for the aging of our
samples. The improved FE stability of the ion irradiated CNTs
is attributed to the following two aspects. First, only CNTs that
are severely defected are most likely to be burned out during
FE, which directly leads to the current degradation. The ion
irradiation can destroy part of those CNTs and thus improve
the FE stability of CNTs. Second, the working applied fields for
the as-grown and the C−15 CNTs are 1.55 and 1.35 V/μm,
respectively. This decreased E can greatly decrease the
probability that some loosely attached CNTs are pulled out
from the substrates due to the electrostatic force,34 which
directly decreases the amount of active emission sites. Our
results suggest that longtime stable FE from CNTs can be
readily achieved by ion irradiation and aging for a few hours.
The low operating E and the excellent FE stability have made
our ion irradiated CNTs good candidates as high-performance
field emitters.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the FE properties of Si and C ion
irradiated CNTs with different irradiation doses. They are
found to be improved before and deteriorated after an
irradiation-ion-species related dose. We attribute the FE
improvement to the increased amount of defects that
introduces new active emission sites. While the deteriorated
FE performance is ascribed to the great shape change of CNTs,
which directly decreases the active emission sites. The CNT
shape change and microstructure change of the ion irradiated
CNTs are further characterized by the dpa. The FE properties
of CNTs are found to be mainly dpa-dependent. The optimal
dpa for FE of the ion irradiated CNTs is ∼0.60. We ascribe this
to the low irradiation doses and the low substrate temperature
in our study that make the ion irradiation play a more
important role in introducing defects rather than element
doping. Furthermore, the ion irradiated CNTs have excellent

FE stability, far better than that of the as-grown CNTs, showing
promising prospects in practical applications such as flat panel
displays, X-ray tubes, and lamps.
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